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Introduction and formulation of the main results
In the paper [1] , Christensen and Sinclair proved that if M and N are infinite dimensional factors with separable preduals, then M and N are cb-isomorphic ðM F cb NÞ, i.e., there exists a linear bijection f of M onto N such that both f and f À1 are completely bounded. In 1993 Kirchberg (cf. [25] ) proved a similar result for C Ã -algebras, namely if A and B are simple, separable, nuclear, non-type I C Ã -algebras, then A F cb B.
However, if one turns to preduals of von Neumann algebras (on separable Hilbert spaces), the situation is very di¤erent. Rosenthal, Sukochev and the first-named author proved in [18] that if M is a II 1 -factor and N is a properly infinite von Neumann algebra, then their preduals M Ã and N Ã are not isomorphic as Banach spaces, so in particular they are not cb-isomorphic. Moreover, the Banach space isomorphism classes (respectively, cbisomorphism classes) of separable preduals of hyperfinite and semifinite von Neumann algebras are completely determined by [18] , Theorem 5.1.
By a combination of two recent results of Pisier and Junge, the predual M Ã of a semifinite factor M cannot be cb-isomorphic to the predual of R y , the unique hyperfinite factor of type III 1 , because Pisier's operator Hilbert space OH does not cb-embed in M Ã by [35] , while OH admits a cb-embedding into ðR y Þ Ã , as proved in [22] (see also [17] ).
A von Neumann algebra M with separable predual is hyperfinite (or approximative finite dimensional) if M is the strong closure of an increasing union S y n¼1 M n of finite dimensional Ã-subalgebras M n . By Connes' celebrated work [4] , a factor M (with separable predual) is hyperfinite if and only if it is injective. It is well-known that the same holds for nonfactors (see [14] , Section 6, and the references given therein), so in the following we do not need to distinguish between ''hyperfiniteness'' and ''injectivity'' for von Neumann algebras with separable preduals.
The main results of this paper are the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let M and N be hyperfinite von Neumann algebras with separable preduals M Ã and N Ã , respectively. If M is type III and N is semifinite, then the preduals M Ã and N Ã are not cb-isomorphic. More generally, M Ã is not cb-isomorphic to a cbcomplemented subspace of N Ã . Theorem 1.2. The predual of a hyperfinite type III-factor M (on a separable Hilbert space) is cb-isomorphic to the predual of the hyperfinite type III 1 -factor R y if and only if there exists a normal invariant state on the flow of weights À ZðNÞ; ðy s Þ s A R Á for M. Theorem 1.3. There exist uncountably many cb-isomorphism classes of preduals of hyperfinite type III 0 -factors (on separable Hilbert spaces).
Both Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 rely on Connes' classification of type III-factors (cf. [3] ), and the Connes-Takesaki flow of weights for type III-factors (cf. [10] ) and on Connes' classification of injective factors (see [4] ), which we will outline below.
In [3] Connes introduced the subclassification of type III-factors into type III l -factors, where 0 e l e 1. Later, in [10] Connes and Takesaki introduced the ''smooth flow of weights'' (now called ''the flow of weights'') of a type III-factor. Following Takesaki's exposition in [42] , Vol. II, pp. 364-368, the flow of weights can be constructed as follows. Let M be a type III-factor, and let f be a normal, faithful state on M. Consider the crossed product N : The connection between Connes' type III l -factors and the flow of weights is given by the statements (a), (b) and (c) below (cf. [10] , [41] and [42] , Vol. II, Chapter XII).
Let M be a type III-factor (with separable predual). Then:
(a) M is of type III 0 if and only if the flow ðy s Þ s A R is non-periodic, i.e., y s 3 Id ZðNÞ , for all s A Rnf0g. In this case the flow is non-transitive (¼ properly ergodic), which means that the measure m described above is not concentrated on a single s-orbit in W.
(b) For 0 < l < 1, M is of type III l if and only if the flow ðy s Þ s A R is periodic with minimal period equal to Àlog l. In this case,
and for all s A R, y s is induced by the translation s s :
(c) M is of type III 1 if and only if y s ¼ Id ZðNÞ , for all s A R. In this case ZðNÞ ¼ C1.
For hyperfinite type III-factors with separable predual much more is known, owing to Connes' classification of injective factors [4] , and related work by Krieger [27] , Connes [5] and by the first-named author [16] , namely:
gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of (isomorphism classes of) hyperfinite type III 0 -factors onto the set of (isomorphism classes of) non-transitive ergodic flows À A; ðy s Þ s A R Á on abelian von Neumann algebras A with separable predual. In particular, there are uncountably many isomorphism classes of hyperfinite type III 0 -factors (cf. [4] , [27] ).
(e) For each 0 < l < 1, there is exactly one (up to isomorphism) hyperfinite factor of type III l , namely the Powers factor
where f l ¼ Trðh l ÁÞ, Tr being the non-normalized trace on M 2 ðCÞ and h l ¼ 1 1 þ l l 0 0 1 . (See [4] .) (f) There is only one (up to isomorphism) hyperfinite type III 1 -factor, namely the Araki-Woods factor R y , which can be expressed as the (von Neumann algebra) tensor product R y ¼ R l 1 n R l 2 of two Powers factors with log l 1 log l 2 B Q (cf. [5] and [16] ).
Proofs of statements (d), (e) and (f) can also be found in [42] , Vol. III, Chap. XVIII.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we obtain some Stinespring-type decomposition results for completely positive and completely bounded maps, which will allow us to show that two properly infinite hyperfinite von Neumann algebras M and N with separable preduals have cb-isomorphic preduals if and only if there exist von Neumann algebras embeddings i : M ! N, j : N ! M and normal conditional expectations E : N ! iðMÞ, F : M ! jðNÞ. From this result, Theorem 1.1 follows easily by results of Sakai [37] and Tomiyama [44] on normal conditional expectations.
In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2. The most di‰cult part is to show that R y embeds into M as the range of a normal conditional expectation, provided that there exists a normal, invariant state on the flow of weights for M. This part of the proof relies heavily on the main result from [19] on the classification of normal states on a von Neumann algebra up to approximative unitary equivalence. For details on operator spaces and completely bounded maps we refer to the monographs [11] , [33] . We shall briefly recall some definitions that are relevant for our paper. An operator space X is a Banach space given together with an isometric embedding X L BðHÞ, the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. For all n f 1, this embedding determines a norm on M n ðX Þ (the n Â n matrices over X ), induced by the space M n À BðHÞ Á G BðH n Þ. The morphisms in the category of operator spaces are completely bounded maps. Given a linear map f : X ! Y between two operator spaces X and Y and n f 1, define f n : M n ðX Þ ! M n ðY Þ by f n ð½x ij Þ ¼ ½fðx ij Þ, for all ½x ij n i; j¼1 A M n ðX Þ. Let kfk cb :¼ supfkf n k; n A Ng. The map f is called completely bounded (for short, cb) if kfk cb < y, and f is called completely isometric if all f n are isometries. The space of all cb maps from X to Y , denoted by CBðX ; Y Þ, is an operator space with matrix norms defined by M n À CBðX ; Y Þ Á ¼ CB À X ; M n ðY Þ Á , n f 1. The dual of an operator space X is, again, an operator space X Ã ¼ CBðX ; CÞ. A von Neumann algebra M carries a natural operator space structure, and its predual M Ã carries the operator space structure induced by the completely isometric embedding into the dual M Ã of M.
Stinespring-type decomposition theorems and applications
Lemma 2.1. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras with separable preduals M Ã and N Ã , respectively. Let a : M ! N be a completely positive map. Then there exists a completely positive unital mapã a : M ! N such that
where 1 denotes the unit of M. Moreover, if a is normal, thenã a can be chosen to be normal.
Proof. Assume first that supp À að1Þ Á ¼ 1 N , where 1 N denotes the unit of N. Let H be a separable Hilbert space with N L BðHÞ. The operator að1Þ 1=2 is one-to-one and has dense range, denoted by H 0 . Hence we get a (possibly unbounded) map að1Þ À1=2 : H 0 ! H. Now fix a A M, a f 0, and define a positive sesquilinear form on H 0 Â H 0 by sðx; yÞ :¼ haðaÞað1Þ À1=2 x; að1Þ À1=2 yi; x; y A H 0 :
Note that s is positive, since a is so. We now show that s is a bounded sesquilinear form. For all x A H 0 , sðx; xÞ e kakhað1Það1Þ À1=2 x; að1Þ À1=2 xi ¼ kak kxk 2 :
By Schwarz's inequality, jsðx; yÞj e sðx; xÞ 1=2 sðy; yÞ 1=2 e kak kxk kyk; x; y A H 0 :
Hence there exists a unique operator T A BðHÞ such that hTx; yi ¼ haðaÞað1Þ À1=2 x; að1Þ À1=2 yi; x; y A H 0 :
Note first that T A N. This follows from the fact that for all x; y A H 0 and all unitaries U in the commutant N 0 of N,
wherein we use the fact that aðaÞ A N, and að1Þ À1=2 is a‰liated with N. Clearly T is positive.
Since M is the span of its positive part M þ , we infer that for all a A M, there exists a unique elementã aðaÞ A N such that hã aðaÞx; yi ¼ haðaÞað1Þ À1=2 x; að1Þ À1=2 yi; x; y A H 0 :
By uniqueness, the mapã a is linear. Also, clearlyã aðaÞ f 0, whenever a f 0, andã að1Þ ¼ 1 N . Looking at n Â n matrices over M we infer thatã a is completely positive. Moreover, for all a A M, aðaÞ ¼ að1Þ 1=2ã aðaÞað1Þ 1=2 ; since haðaÞx; yi ¼ hã aðaÞað1Þ 1=2 x; að1Þ 1=2 yi, for all x; y A H. Note also thatã a is normal if a is so.
It remains to consider the case when p :¼ supp À að1Þ Á m 1 N . Apply the previous argument to the mapping a : M ! pNp L N. We then obtain a completely positive map a a : M ! pNp such thatã að1Þ ¼ p and aðaÞ ¼ að1Þ 1=2ã aðaÞað1Þ 1=2 , for all a A M. Choose a normal state f on M, and set a aðaÞ :¼ã aðaÞ þ fðaÞð1 N À pÞ; a A M:
Thenâ a is completely positive andâ að1Þ
Moreover, if a is normal, then bothã a andâ a are normal. The proof is complete. r Lemma 2.2. Let N be a von Neumann algebra with separable predual. If p A N is a properly infinite projection with central support equal to the identity 1 of N, then p @ 1.
Proof. This result is well-known and it follows by standard comparison theory of projections. For convenience of the reader, we include a proof. Assume that p 3 1. Choose a maximal family ðp i Þ i A I of pairwise orthogonal non-zero projections such that p i 0 p, for all i A I . Note that I must be countable. We first show that
Suppose by contradiction that P i A I p i < 1. Set q :¼ 1 À P i A I p i . If cðpÞ and cðqÞ denote the central support of p and q, respectively, then cðqÞcðpÞ ¼ cðqÞ 3 0. This implies that there exist nonzero projections q 0 and p 0 such that q 0 e q, p 0 e p and q 0 @ p 0 . Hence q 0 0 p. Since q 0 e q, this contradicts the maximality assumption of the family ðp i Þ i A I , and (2.1) is proved. Since p is properly infinite, we can write
where ðr i Þ i A I are pairwise orthogonal projections so that p @ r i , for all i A I . Hence p i 0 p @ r i , for all i A I . Together with (2.1) and (2.2), this implies that 1 " p. Clearly p " 1, and therefore p @ 1. r
We now prove the following Stinespring-Kasparov-type theorem (see [24] , Theorem 3(1)):
Theorem 2.3. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras with separable preduals M Ã and N Ã , respectively. Assume, moreover, that N is properly infinite. Let a : M ! N be a normal, completely positive map. Then there exists a normal Ã-representation p : M ! N and an operator V A N such that
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we can assume without loss of generality that að1Þ ¼ 1 N , where 1 and 1 N are the identities of M and N, respectively. Following Stinespring's construction (see [30] , Theorem 4.1), we define a positive sesquilinear form s on the algebraic tensor product M p H, where H is a separable Hilbert space with N L BðHÞ, by sða n x; b n yÞ :¼ haðb Ã aÞx; yi; a; b A M; x; y A H:
Let L :¼ fz A M p H; sðz; zÞ ¼ 0g, and note that ðM p HÞ=L is a prehilbert space whose completion we denote by K. For all a A M and x A H let ½a n x denote the corresponding element in the quotient space M p H=L. For all a A M define p 0 ðaÞ by
Then p 0 ðaÞ is a densely-defined, bounded operator on the dense subspace ðM p HÞ=L of K. Hence p 0 ðaÞ extends to a bounded linear operator on the whole K, and this yields a map p 0 : M ! BðKÞ. It is easily checked that p 0 is a unital Ã-representation. Moreover, p 0 is normal. This follows immediately from the fact that a is normal and that It is easily checked that s 0 is a well-defined linear map on ðM p HÞ=L. Now let n 0 A N 0 . Then k½a n n 0 xk 2 ¼ haða Ã aÞn 0 x; n 0 xi ¼ hðn 0 Þ Ã aða Ã aÞn 0 x; xi ¼ hðn 0 Þ Ã n 0 aða Ã aÞx; xi e kn 0 k 2 k½a n xk 2 ;
wherein we have used the fact that aðMÞ L N. We deduce that s 0 ðn 0 Þ has a unique extension to an operator sðn 0 Þ A BðKÞ such that sðn 0 Þ½a n x ¼ ½a n n 0 x; a A M; x A H: ð2:5Þ Note also that sð1 N Þ ¼ 1 K , and it is easily checked that the map s : N 0 ! BðKÞ thus defined is a normal Ã-representation. Set
Next, we check that WW Ã AÑ N. Given any a A M and x A H, we have by the definition of W that hW Ã ½a n x; yi ¼ h½a n x; Wyi ¼ h½a n x; ½1 n yi ¼ haðaÞx; yi; y A H:
Hence W Ã ½a n x ¼ aðaÞx, so WW Ã ½a n x ¼ ½1 n aðaÞx, which implies that sðn 0 ÞWW Ã ½a n x ¼ ½1 n n 0 aðaÞx:
Moreover, by (2.5), WW Ã sðn 0 Þ½a n x ¼ ½1 n aðaÞn 0 x ¼ ½1 n n 0 aðaÞx. We conclude that WW Ã AÑ N. Note that
We next prove that WW Ã is a properly infinite projection inÑ N. Define
as a unital Ã-homomorphism of N into the corner algebra ðWW Ã ÞÑ NðWW Ã Þ, and since N is properly infinite, it follows that rðNÞ and ðWW Ã ÞÑ NðWW Ã Þ are also properly infinite von Neumann algebras. Hence WW Ã is a properly infinite projection inÑ N. Now let cðWW Ã Þ be the central support of WW Ã inÑ N and put q :
Since sðq 0 Þ and WW Ã are orthogonal projections, we have for all x A H that
i.e., UW is a unitary operator from H to K. Therefore
Hence, by (2.6) and (2.7),
Moreover, for all a A M,
This completes the proof. r Remark 2.4. A di¤erent, but closely related generalization of Kasparov's theorem from [24] to normal, completely positive maps between von Neumann algebras has been obtained by Ruan (cf. [36] , Theorem 3.4). We are grateful to the referee for pointing out this reference to us.
Next we prove the following Wittstock-Haagerup-Paulsen-type theorem (see [30] , Theorem 7.4 and the references given therein): For the proof we need a few preliminary considerations. Recall that (see, e.g., [42] , Vol. I, Theorem 2.14) if M is a von Neumann algebra, then any functional f A M Ã has a unique decomposition into its normal and singular part
Moreover, if M and N are von Neumann algebras (not necessarily with separable preduals), and T A BðM; NÞ, then there exists a unique decomposition
where T n ; T s A BðM; NÞ, and such that for any f A N Ã , we have
(cf. [44] , Theorem 1). Further, the following assertions hold: Statement (a) follows by uniqueness, since for any positive functional f A M Ã , both maps f n and f s in the decomposition (2.9) are positive. To justify (b), let k be a positive integer, and note that for
and, respectively,
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By [15] , Definition 1.1 and Theorem 1.6, there exist completely positive maps b; g : M ! N such that kbk e kak cb , kgk e kak cb and the mapping s defined by
Next, note that the maps b and g can be chosen to be normal. For this, exchange (possibly) b and g above with their normal parts b n and g n , respectively. Then, by assertion (b) above one can check that the map s defined by (2.12) is still completely positive, and, moreover, normal. By Theorem 2.3, there exists a normal Ã-representation p 0 : M ! M 2 ðNÞ and an operator V A M 2 ðNÞ such that bðaÞ a Ã ðaÞ aðaÞ gðaÞ
. It then follows that kV k 2 e maxfkbk; kgkg e kak cb and
; a A M:
Since N is properly infinite, N G M 2 ðNÞ. Denote by 1 the identity of N and choose iso-
Then p is a Ã-representation because ðu 1 ; u 2 Þ is a unitary from H to H l H, as verified by the following computations:
Moreover, it is clear that p is normal, and that
Moreover, kRk kSk e kV k 2 e kak cb . By (2.8), the reverse inequality kak cb e kRk kSk holds, as well, and the proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete. r
The following result is known as Pelczynski's trick (cf. [31] ; see also [28] , page 54):
Lemma 2.6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Suppose that there exist Banach spaces V and W such that
Then X is isomorphic to Y .
Proof. For completeness, we include the short proof of this result. We have
r Remark 2.7. A similar proof with isomorphisms being replaced by complete isomorphisms shows that Pelczynski's trick holds, more generally, in the category of operator spaces. Note also that if X and Y are properly infinite von Neumann algebras, or preduals of properly infinite von Neumann algebras, then conditions (3) and (4) above are automatically satisfied, in the operator space category, as justified in the proof of [18] , Theorem 6.2. (1) There exists a cb-embedding i :
(2) There exist cb-maps f :
Proof. (1) ) (2). By hypothesis, there exists a cb-projection 
Proof. Let us first recall the following definition due to J. Schwartz (cf. [39] ; see also [38] ). A von Neumann algebra N L BðLÞ has property P if
for all T A BðLÞ, where N 0 is the commutant of N. It was proved by Sakai that if N is hyperfinite, then N has property P (see [38] , Corollary 4.4.19).
Now, let T A BðH; KÞ. Then, for any u A UðMÞ,
Since p and r are normal, it follows that the von Neumann algebra ðp l rÞðMÞ is injective, and therefore, by the above discussion, it has property P. It follows that there exists an operator 
(ii) There exists a von Neumann algebra embedding a : M ,! N and a normal condi-
Moreover, if (i) holds, then M is injective, as well.
Proof. We have to prove that (i) ) (ii), since by Proposition 2.8 we know already that (ii) ) (i). Suppose that (i) holds, then by Proposition 2.8 there exist normal completely bounded maps a 1 :
The first goal is to make a 1 into a Ã-representation. Indeed, by Theorem 2.5 there exists a normal Ã-representationp p : M ! N and operatorsR R;Ŝ S A N such that a 1 ðaÞ ¼R Rp pðaÞŜ S; a A M: ð2:15Þ
Note that a 1 is one-to-one (since b 1 a 1 ¼ Id M ), and by (2.15) this implies thatp p is one-toone, too. Hencep p is a Ã-isomorphism of M onto its imagep pðMÞ, the latter being a von Neumann subalgebra of N. Set
Then, for all b ¼p pðaÞ, where a A M, rðbÞ ¼ ðp p bÞ ÀR Rp pðaÞŜ S Á ¼p p b 1 a 1 ðaÞ ¼p pðaÞ ¼ b.
Thus r
Àp pðMÞ Á ¼p pðMÞ. Since rðNÞ Lp pðMÞ, we infer that rðNÞ ¼p pðMÞ, i.e., r is a projection of N ontop pðMÞ. Hence we have proved that there exist a normal one-to-one Ã-representationp p : M ! N and a normal cb-projection r : N !p pðMÞ. Let H be a separable Hilbert space with N L BðHÞ. Since N is injective, there exists a conditional expectation E : BðHÞ ! N. The composition rE : BðHÞ !p pðMÞ is a cb-projection. By a result of Pisier (cf. [32] , Theorem 2.9) and Christensen-Sinclair [2] , it follows thatp pðMÞ is injective, as well. Butp pðMÞ F M, hence M is injective.
In the rest of the proof, we will identify M withp pðMÞ. Then Id M ¼ a r, where a : M ! N is the inclusion map and r : N ! M is a normal cb-projection. The next step is to change r into a normal conditional expectation. For this, apply now Theorem 2.5 to the map r : N ! M, and infer the existence of a normal Ã-representation p : N ! M and operators R;
Since M is injective, we get from Lemma 2.9 that there exists an operator
A ZðMÞ (the center of M), which implies that
Hence a ¼ U Ã 0 pðaÞU 0 , for all a A M, and therefore a ¼ U Ã 0 pðaÞU 0 , for all a A M. From this we infer that the map b defined by 
(2) Id M Ã admits a cb-factorization through N Ã , and Id N Ã admits a cb-factorization through M Ã . The following result is due to Sakai and Tomiyama (cf. [37] and [44] , Theorem 3). For convenience, we include a short proof based on [37] . Lemma 2.12 ([37] , [44] ). Let N be a semifinite von Neumann algebra and let M L N be a von Neumann subalgebra of type III. Then there is no normal conditional expectation from N onto M.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists a normal conditional expectation E : N ! M. Since N is semifinite, there exists a net ðe l Þ l A L of finite projections in N converging in strong operator (s.o.) topology to the identity 1 N of N. By normality of E, it follows that Eðe l Þ À! s:o: 1, where 1 is the identity of M. Hence, there exists a finite projection e A N with EðeÞ 3 0. Moreover, we can choose e > 0 such that
We show next that p is a finite projection in M. Consider first the case when N is properly infinite, and assume by contradiction that M Ã is cb-isomorphic to a cb-complemented subspace of N Ã . Then the statement (ii) in Proposition 2.10 holds. By Lemma 2.12, this yields a contradiction, and therefore the theorem is proved in this case.
For the general case, note that if M Ã is cb-complemented in N Ã , then also À M n BðHÞ Á Ã is cb-complemented in À N n BðHÞ Á Ã , where H ¼ l 2 ðNÞ. But the von Neumann algebras M n BðHÞ and N n BðHÞ are both properly infinite; moreover, the first is of type III, while the second is semifinite. So, by the first part of the proof we obtain a contradiction, and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. r Remark 2.13. In [29] , Oikhberg, Rosenthal and Størmer studied isometric embeddings of a predual M Ã into a predual N Ã , and show that no such embeddings exist if M is of type III and N is semifinite. In this case neither hyperfiniteness, nor separability assumptions are needed. Next, let h be the unique positive self-adjoint operator a‰liated with N, for which h it ¼ lðtÞ, for all t A R, and letf f 0 be the dual weight of f 0 in the sense of Takesaki [41] . Then (cf. [41] ),f f 0 ¼ tðhÁÞ, for a unique normal, faithful, semifinite trace t on N, which satisfies t ỹ y s ¼ e Às t; s A R: The right-hand side in (3.6) is by definition (cf. [9] ) equal to the distance dð½f; ½cÞ, where ½f denotes the norm-closure of the orbit of f under the action of inner Ã-automorphisms, IntðMÞ, by f 7 ! ufu Ã . The customary notation ufu Ã ðxÞ ¼ fðu Ã xuÞ, for all x A M is being used. We write f @ c if dð½f; ½cÞ ¼ 0. We now consider the following more general equivalence relation: where Tr n denotes the non-normalized trace on M n ðCÞ.
A characterization of type
Proof. Let f A S nor ðMÞ, and let n A N. Since M is properly infinite, we can
Then v :¼ ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n Þ is a unitary in M 1; n ðMÞ. We will identify M with the subalgebra pðMÞ of Then c @ f n . We claim that the dual weightsf f andc c on N of f and c, respectively, satisfyc c ¼f f n 1 n Tr n ã a: ð3:8Þ which proves (3.8). Next, observe that for y A N þ , where I n A M n ðCÞ denotes the identity n Â n matrix. Hence by (3.5),
Therefore, for all z A ZðNÞ,
Since t ỹ y log n ¼ e Àlog n t ¼ 1 n t, it follows that c cðzÞ ¼ t À e f y Àlog n ðzÞ Á ¼ ðf f y Àlog n ÞðzÞ; z A ZðNÞ: ð3:12Þ
By the Main Theorem in [19] (cf. (3.6) above), we now deduce that c @ f ,ĉ c ¼f f ,f f y Àlog n ¼f f:
Since c @ f n , we get by transitivity that f @ f n ,f f ¼f f y Àlog n :
This holds for every n A N. Hence, iff f is y-invariant, then f @ f n , for all n A N. Conversely, if f @ f n for all n A N, then f f y Àlog n ¼f f; n A N:
Note that the group generated by fÀlog n; n f 1g in ðR; þÞ is logðQ þ Þ, which is dense in ðR; þÞ. By the continuity of ðy s Þ s A R , we conclude thatf f y s ¼f f, for all s A R, i.e.,f f is y-invariant. The proof is now complete. r Proof. The implication (b) ) (a) is trivial. We prove that (a) ) (b). For this, we can assume that M 1 L M 2 , for which there exists a normal conditional expectation E : M 2 ! M 1 . Since E is normal, it has a support projection p :¼ suppðEÞ, p is the smallest projection in M 2 for which Eð1 À pÞ ¼ 0. Moreover, p A M 0 1 X M 2 by the bimodule property of E. Hence the map f defined by
is a normal Ã-homomorphism of M 1 onto the von Neumann algebra pM 1 L BðpHÞ, where M 1 L BðHÞ. Since M 1 is a factor, the map f is one-to-one, and hence M 1 F pM 1 . Since M 2 is a type III-factor with separable predual and p 3 0, we deduce that p @ 1 M 2 , i.e., p ¼ uu Ã for an isometry u A M 2 . Hence M 2 F pM 2 p L BðpHÞ. Therefore, in order to prove (b) it su‰ces to construct a normal faithful conditional expectation E 0 : pM 2 p ! pM 1 . Set
Then E 0 is positive, unital and normal. For a; b A M 1 and x A M 2 , we have
Hence E 0 is a normal conditional expectation of pM 2 p onto pM 1 ¼ M 1 p. Moreover, if y A pM 2 p, y f 0 and E 0 ðyÞ ¼ 0, then EðyÞ ¼ f À1 À E 0 ðyÞ Á ¼ 0, and hence the support projection of y is less than 1 À p. It follows that y ¼ 0, and we have shown that E 0 is faithful. r Theorem 3.5. Let M be a type III-factor with separable predual. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a von Neumann algebra embedding of R y into M with a normal conditional expectation E : M ! R y .
(2) For every 0 < l < 1, there exists a von Neumann algebra embedding of R l into M with a normal conditional expectation E : M ! R l . Proof. It was shown by Haagerup, Rosenthal and Sukochev (see [18] , Theorem 6.2 (a)) that ðR l Þ Ã is completely isomorphic to ðR y Þ Ã , for all 0 < l e 1. Then an application of Theorem 2.11 yields the equivalence of statements (1) and (2) .
We now prove the implication ð1Þ ) ð3Þ. Following an argument from [19] , we will show a (slightly) more general result. Namely, let M 1 and M 2 be factors of type III with separable preduals such that there is a von Neumann algebra embedding of M 1 into M 2 with a normal conditional expectation E : M 2 ! M 1 . We show that if M 1 is a type III 1factor, then under the above condition there exists an invariant normal state on the flow of weights for M 2 . By Lemma 3.4 we can assume that E is faithful. Let f 1 be a normal, faith-ful state on M 1 and set f 2 :¼ f 1 E. Then f 2 is a normal faithful state on M 2 , and by [40] it follows that
By (3.14) we obtain an embedding of
where p i ðM i Þ and À l i ðtÞ Á t A R are the generators of N i , i ¼ 1; 2, as explained before. Further, let y ð1Þ :¼ ðy ð1Þ s Þ s A R and y ð2Þ :¼ ðy ð2Þ s Þ s A R denote the dual action of R on N 1 and N 2 , respectively. By (3.1) and (3.2), y ð2Þ extends y ð1Þ and the canonical trace t 2 on N 2 extends the canonical trace t 1 on N 1 . Also,
which can be justified as follows. Given x A ZðN 2 Þ, then xy ¼ yx for all y A N 1 , and therefore by the bimodule property of conditional expectations, yẼ EðxÞ ¼Ẽ EðyxÞ ¼Ẽ EðxyÞ ¼Ẽ EðxÞy:
Since M 1 is a type III 1 -factor, then ZðN 1 Þ ¼ C1 N 1 (cf. statement (c) in the Introduction), where 1 N 1 is the identity of N 1 . By (3.16) for all integers k f 0 set a 2kþ1 :¼ a 1 , a 2kþ2 :¼ a 2 and define f n :¼ Tr 2 a n 0 0 ð1 À a n Þ Á ! ; n f 1:
Now let e > 0. By (3.17) , there exists a A Int À M; M 2 ðMÞ Á such that kf À ðf 1 n fÞ ak < e=2. Hence we can write M ¼ M 2 ðCÞ n Q 1 , and choose a normal faithful state c 1 on Q 1 so that ðQ 1 ; c 1 Þ G ðM; fÞ and
Similarly, write Q 1 ¼ M 2 ðCÞ n Q 2 , with a normal faithful state c 2 on Q 2 such that ðQ 2 ; c 2 Þ G ðQ 1 ; c 1 Þ and kc 1 À f 2 n c 2 k < e=4. By continuing in this way, we obtain for all k A N a decomposition
and a normal faithful state c k on Q k such that ðQ k ; c k Þ G ðM; fÞ and, moreover,
This shows that the sequence ðw k Þ kf1 converges in S nor ðMÞ. Set w :¼ lim k!y w k A S nor ðMÞ. We next show that e :¼ suppðwÞ commutes with P k :¼ N k j¼1 M 2 ðCÞ, for all positive integers k.
Let now k A N be fixed. Then, for all n > k we have
where o k; n :¼ ðf kþ1 n Á Á Á n f n Þ n c n A S nor ðQ k Þ. Further, note that for all n; m > k, kw n À w m k ¼ ko k; n À o k; m k:
Then, since f 1 ; . . . ; f k are faithful states, it follows that
wherein we have used the fact that P k is a factor. The claim that e commutes with P k is now proved.
Next set w 0 :¼ w j eMe and define P 0 k :¼ eP k G P k , Q 0 k :¼ eQ k e and h 0 k :¼ h kj eQ k e , for all k f 1. We now obtain a sequence of von Neumann algebra inclusions P 0 1 L P 0 2 L Á Á Á L eMe. Moreover, for each k A N,
and with respect to this tensor product decomposition, 
and for all k A N and all t A R,
which implies that ðs w 0 t Þ t A R leaves P 0 k globally invariant for all k A N. It follows that ðs w 0 t Þ t A R leaves G globally invariant. By [40] we deduce that there exists a unique faithful normal conditional expectation E of eMe onto G such that w 0 E ¼ w 0 . Since M is a type III-factor with separable predual, all non-zero projections in M are equivalent. Hence M G eMe. Moreover, G G R y . This completes the proof of the implication ð3Þ ) ð1Þ. r Remark 3.6. In the special case when M is hyperfinite, a more elementary proof of the implication ð3Þ ) ð1Þ in Theorem 3.5 can be obtained. The proof below was suggested to us by Georges Skandalis.
Assume that M is a hyperfinite factor of type III (with separable predual), such that there exists an invariant normal state f on the flow of weights ðA; y ð1Þ Þ for M. Let
where o is a fixed normal faithful state on R y . Then N 0 is the hyperfinite II y -factor, and the dual action y ð0Þ :¼s s o of s o satisfies t 0 y ð0Þ ¼ e Às t 0 , for all s A R, where t 0 is a normal faithful trace on N 0 . Set N :¼ N 0 n A, y :¼ y ð0Þ n y ð1Þ and t :¼ t 0 n o. Then t is a normal faithful trace on N satisfying t y s ¼ e Às t; s A R: ð3:21Þ
By crossed product theory (cf. [42] , Vol. II, Theorem X.2.3 (i)), and therefore E 0 :¼ E 0 j N y is a normal conditional expectation of N y onto R y n 1. Hence N y satisfies condition (1) in Theorem 3.5.
We next prove that M F N y , which will complete the proof of the implication ð3Þ ) ð1Þ in Theorem 3.5 in the hyperfinite case. Note that by (3.21), ðN; t; yÞ satisfies condition (i) in Theorem XII.1.1 of [42] , Vol. II. Therefore 
Since M 2 is also a factor, and R y n 1 is the range of a normal conditional expectation E 0 : N y ! R y n 1, it follows by Lemma 2.12 that M 2 F N y is of type III. Hence, by (3.22) ,
By Theorem XII.1.1 in [42] , Vol. II, ðN; R; yÞ is isomorphic to the ''noncommutative flow of weights'' of M 1 (in the sense of Def. XII.1.3 in [42] , Vol. II) and hence À ZðNÞ; yj ZðNÞ Á F ðA; y ð1Þ Þ is isomorphic to the flow of weights for M 1 . Hence M and M 1 are hyperfinite type III-factors with isomorphic flow of weights, so by the statements (d), (e) and (f) in the Introduction, M F M 1 , hence M F N y . The proof is complete.
After this paper was completed, Y. Ueda pointed out to us that in the special case of a hyperfinite factor M of type III 0 , the bi-implication ð1Þ , ð3Þ in Theorem 3.5 follows also from a result of Robert S. Y. Wong (cf. [45] , Theorem 1.2). Corollary 3.7. Let M be a type III-factor with separable predual. If there exists a type III 1 -factor which embeds into M as the range of a normal faithful conditional expectation, then there exists a von Neumann algebra embedding j : R y ,! M, with a normal faithful conditional expectationẼ E : M ! jðR y Þ.
Proof. Suppose there is a von Neumann algebra embedding i : R ,! M, where R is a type III 1 -factor, with a normal faithful conditional expectation E : M ! iðRÞ. By the proof of the implication ð1Þ ) ð3Þ in Theorem 3.5, we deduce the existence of an invariant normal state on the flow of weights for M. An application of Theorem 3.5 yields the assertion. r
The following lemma is well-known. For completeness, we include a proof. Proof. Let 0 < l < 1. Choose 0 < m < y such that log l log m B Q. Then R y G R m n R l and therefore R y n R l G R y . We deduce that ðM n R y Þ n R l G M n R y . By the definition of the Araki and Woods r y -invariant of a factor (see [3] , Section 3.6), it follows that l A r y ðM n R y Þ. By [3] , Theorem 3.6.1, we conclude that l A SðM n R y Þ, where S is Connes' S-invariant of a factor. Hence M n R y is a type III 1 -factor. It is also hyperfinite, and thus the assertion follows (see statement (f) in the Introduction). r
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This follows now immediately from the equivalence ð1Þ , ð4Þ in Theorem 2.11, together with Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.4 above, and the fact that if M is an injective factor with separable predual, then the von Neumann algebra tensor product M n R y is (isomorphic to) R y (cf. Lemma 3.8), which implies that there exists a von Neumann algebra embedding i : M ,! R y with a normal conditional expectation E : R y ! iðMÞ. r If M is any factor (not necessarily hyperfinite) of type III l , where 0 < l e 1, then there always exists a normal invariant state on the flow of weights for M. Using results of Haagerup and Winsløw (cf. [20] ; see also [18] , Theorem 6.2), we exhibit in the following an uncountable family of mutually non-isomorphic (in the von Neumann algebras sense) hyperfinite type III 0 -factors which admit a normal (faithful) invariant state on their flow of weights: Example 3.9. Let G be a dense, countable subgroup of R. Further, let f be a normal, faithful state on R y and set N G :¼ R y z a G, where a : G ! AutðMÞ is the restriction of the modular automorphism group ðs f t Þ t A R to G. Then N G is an injective type III 0factor. Moreover,
In particular, if G 3 G 0 , then N G and N G 0 are not von Neumann algebras isomorphic. It is easily checked that there are uncountably many dense, countable subgroups of R. Since N G is a crossed product of R y by a discrete group, there exists an embedding i of R y into N G with a normal, faithful conditional expectation E : N G ! iðR y Þ. By Theorem 3.5, we deduce the existence of a normal invariant state on the flow of weights for N G . Note that ðN G Þ Ã is cb-isomorphic to ðR y Þ Ã , as shown in the [18] , proof of Theorem 6.2.
We end this section with the following results concerning the non-hyperfinite case. Proposition 3.10. Let M be any type III-factor with separable predual M Ã , such that there exists an invariant normal state on the flow of weights for M. If N is any semifinite von Neumann algebra with separable predual N Ã , then M Ã is not cb-isomorphic to a subspace of N Ã . In particular, M Ã and N Ã are not cb-isomorphic.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 it follows that there exists an embedding i : R y ! M with a normal faithful conditional expectation E : M ! iðR y Þ. This yields a cb-embedding
Suppose by contradiction that M Ã is cb-isomorphic to a subspace of N Ã . This gives rise to a cb-embedding of ðR y Þ Ã into N Ã . The crucial point is now the fact that the opera-tor Hilbert space OH is cb-isomorphic to a subspace of ðR y Þ Ã , as proved by Junge [22] . A di¤erent proof that yields to the improved cb-isomorphism constant e ffiffi ffi 2 p has been recently obtained by the authors (see [17] ). However, since N is semifinite, OH does not cb-embed into the predual N Ã , as shown by Pisier [35] . This leads to a contradiction, and the proof is complete. r Examples of non-injective type III 0 -factors with an invariant normal state on their flow of weights can be obtained as follows:
Example 3.11. Given a dense countable subgroup G of R, let N G be the corresponding injective type III 0 -factor constructed in Example 3.9. Let N be a semifinite noninjective factor, and set M G :¼ N G n N. Then M G is a type III 0 -factor, since by [3] , Corollary 3.2.8, SðN G n NÞ ¼ SðN G Þ. Furthermore, M G is clearly non-injective, and, moreover, by Theorem 3.5 it admits an invariant, normal state on the flow of weights.
Remark 3.12. The existence of an invariant normal state on the flow of weights appears in a di¤erent context in Connes's paper [6] . Here a certain class of foliated 3manifolds ðV ; F Þ is considered, and it is proved that if the Godbillon-Vey invariant of such a foliated manifold is non-zero, then the von Neumann algebra M associated to ðV ; F Þ must have an invariant normal state on its flow of weights (see [6] , Theorem 0.3 and Theorem 7.14).
cb-isomorphism classes of preduals of injective type III 0 -factors
In this section we will prove the following: 
By positivity we infer that kSk e 1 and therefore ko 2 y ðt 2 Þ s À o 2 k e ko 1 y ðt 1 Þ s À o 1 k:
Let s :¼ 2 n , n f 1, and pass to the limit as n ! y. We infer that t 2 e t 1 , which is a contradiction. r
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be achieved in several steps. Recall first the action of Z on W ¼ f0; 1g y by the dyadic odometer transformation (cf. [ ; x A K n : ð4:5Þ
Since 1 À a f a, it follows that dg À1 ðn a Þ dn a À 1
The last equality can, of course, be obtained by summation of the infinite sum, but it can be obtained more easily by observing that, since Ð W dg À1 ðn a Þ dn a dn a ¼ 1;
the positive and negative parts of dg À1 ðn a Þ dn a À 1 have the same L 1 -norm, and therefore P y
The proof is complete. r
Note that the action of g on W can be considered as binary addition of ð1; 0; 0; . . .Þ and ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ A W with carry over to the right. More generally, if k A N has the binary representation
then the action of g k on W is given by binary addition of ðk 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k m ; 0; 0; . . .Þ and ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .Þ with carry over to the right. In particular, if k ¼ 2 n , for some n A N, then m ¼ n þ 1 and ðk 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k m ; 0; 0; . . .Þ ¼ ð0; 0; . . . ; 0 |fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl} n times ; 1; 0; . . .Þ: Þ be the transformation space as above. In the following we will construct the associated flow under the constant ceiling function 1. This is a special case of Krieger's construction of the flow under a ceiling function f given in [27] , p. 46-47.
SetW W :¼ W Â ½0; 1Þ and e n a n a ¼ n a Â dx, where dx is the Lebesgue measure on ½0; 1Þ. Given s A R, defineg g s ðx; yÞ :¼ À g n ðxÞ; t 0 Á ; x A W; 0 e y < 1; ð4:7Þ where s þ y ¼ n þ y 0 , with n A Z and 0 e y 0 < 1.
Then À ðg g s Þ s A R ;W W; e n a n a Á is a one-parameter group of Borel-measurable actions onW W which preserve the measure class of e n a n a . Define nows s as the corresponding action on L y ðW W; e n a n a Þ, i.e., for all s A R and all f A L y ðW W; e n a n a Þ let Às s s ð f Þ Á ðzÞ :¼ f Àg g À1 s ðzÞ Á ; z ¼ ðx; yÞ AW W:
For simplicity of notation, sets s :¼ ðs s s Þ s A R .
By the remark following Definition 3.1 in [42] , Vol. II, p. 385,s s is ergodic. Also, g is non-transitive, because every orbit fg n x; n A Zg is countable, so all g-orbits have 0 measure. Henceg g :¼ ðg g s Þ s A R is non-transitive, becauseg g-orbits are of the form L ¼ L 0 Â ½0; 1Þ, where L L W is an orbit for g, so e n a n a ðLÞ ¼ n a ðL 0 Þ ¼ 0:
We conclude that À L y ðW W; e n a n a Þ;s s Á is an ergodic and non-transitive flow. Hence this flow is the ''smooth flow of weights'' of a unique (up to von Neumann algebras isomorphism) hyperfinite factor of type III 0 (see statement (d) in the Introduction).
We claim that for all f A S nor À L y ðW W; e n a n a Þ Á , lim n!y kf s s 2 n À fk ¼ 2 À 4a: ð4:8Þ Indeed, let k A Z. By (4.7) we havẽ g g k ðx; yÞ ¼ À g k ðxÞ; y Á ; x A W; 0 e y < 1:
Hences s k ¼ s k n Id L y ð½0; 1Þ; dxÞ : ð4:9Þ
In particular, we deduce for any n f 1 thats s 2 n ¼ s 2 n n Id L y ð½0; 1Þ; dxÞ .
Given a positive integer m, denote by B m the set of functions which are constant on i 2 m ; i þ 1 2 m , for all 0 e i e 2 m . Note that
Further, let F m : L y À ½0; 1Þ Á ! B m be the natural conditional expectation onto B m preserving Lebesgue measure dx. Then the mappingF F m :¼ Id L y ðW; n a Þ n F m is a conditional expectation of L y ðW W; e n a n a Þ onto L y ðW; n a Þ n B m preservingñ n a . Clearly, for all normal states f on L y ðW W;ñ n a Þ, The proof is based on the following intermediate results: where the 2-norm is taken with respect to the measureñ n a ¼ n a n dx, defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 ðt ¼ 2 À 4aÞ.
Proof. Let W, n a and s be as defined above (see (4.3) Since for all positive integers n, s 2 n ¼ Id A n n s ðnÞ , where s ðnÞ is equal to s shifted to N y k¼nþ1 l y f0; 1g, we get from (4.12) that ks 2 n ð f Þk 2 e 1 À a a 1 2 k f k 2 ; f A L y ðW; n a Þ:
Moreover, sinces s 2 n ¼ s 2 n n Id L y ð½0; 1Þ; dxÞ , it also follows that ks s 2 n ð f Þk 2 e 1 À a a 1 2 k f k 2 ; f A L y ðW W a ;ñ n a Þ:
Since S y n¼1 A n is dense in L y ðW a ; n a Þ, it follows that the increasing union S y n¼1 À A n n L y À ½0; 1Þ ÁÁ is dense in L y ðW W a ;ñ n a Þ. Let now f A L y ðW W a ;ñ n a Þ and e > 0. Choose n A N and g A A n n L y À ½0; 1Þ Á such that k f À gk 2 < e. Since s 2 n j A n ¼ Id A n , we havẽ s s 2 n ðgÞ ¼ ðs 2 n n Id L y ð½0; 1ÞÞ ÞðgÞ ¼ g. Therefore, ks s 2 n ð f Þ À f k 2 e ks s 2 n ð f À gÞk 2 þ kg À f k 2 e 1 À a a 1 . where s þ y ¼ n þ y 0 (integer part and fractional part, respectively, of s þ y). Hence ðỹ y Às uÞðx; yÞ ¼ u 0 ðg n xÞe Àity 0 ¼ ðs Àn u 0 ÞðxÞe Àity 0 ¼ e Àint u 0 ðxÞe ÀitðsþyÀnÞ ¼ e Àits u u ðxÞe Àity ¼ e Àits uðx; yÞ:
Replace now s by Às to obtain (4.14) . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5. r
